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Gnosticism claimed: 
Your gospel is not enough. 
Your Jesus is not enough. 

Your experience is not enough.
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How is YOUR Christianity 
working for YOU?

“False teachers will come.” 

“To create despair, you first 
need hope in something 

that will disappoint.” 

. 2

Worldliness is not  
    only a displaced  
 faith, hope, & love 

Broken people in a broken world  
have unmet longings for life.

     but also a worldly  
wisdom, promising  
  to bring in God’s  
 kingdom before  
       its time and  
  without its King.

We are stressed as aliens in this world 
and ambassadors for God’s Kingdom.

   Lies

1 Peter 2:11 
“I urge you as aliens 

and strangers to 
abstain from fleshly 

lusts which wage war 
against the soul.”
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  False 
hopes

Jude’s shepherding ministry

1.  
Study the Gospel 
message so as to 
integrate it into all 

of life.

2.   
Study the ways of 
the world so that 

we will know what 
to expect and how 

to identify an 
antichrist spirit.
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Matthew 10:16  
“Behold, I send you out as sheep in the 
midst of wolves; therefore be shrewd as 

serpents, and innocent as doves.” 

“17 But you, beloved, ought to remember the 
words that were spoken beforehand by the 
apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ, 18 that they 
were saying to you, “In the last time there will 
be mockers, following after their own 
ungodly lusts.” 19 These are the ones who 
cause divisions, worldly-minded, devoid of 
the Spirit.” 5

Jude 
“5 Now I desire to remind you, though you 
know all things once for all, that the Lord, after 
saving a people out of the land of Egypt, 
subsequently destroyed those who did not 
believe.”



Jude
“8 Yet in the same way these men, also by 
dreaming , defi le the flesh, and reject 
authority, and revile angelic majesties. 9 But 
Michael the archangel, when he disputed with 
the devil and argued about the body of Moses, 
did not dare pronounce against him a railing 
judgment, but said, “The Lord rebuke you!” 10 

But these men revile the things which they do 
not understand; and the things which they 
know by instinct, like unreasoning animals, by 
these things they are destroyed. 11 Woe to them! 
For they have gone the way of Cain, and for pay 
they have rushed headlong into the error of 
Balaam, and perished in the rebellion of Korah.  6

Jude 8-11 (paraphrase)
“8 While the false teachers mock God’s word, they 
trust their own imagination. 9 Even the archangel 
respected spiritual authorities in the humble way he 
challenged Satan. 10 But these false teachers seem 
oblivious to their own ignorance and like animals 
follow instincts not reason to their own destruction. 11 

Like Cain they followed selfish passions to the point 
of killing their own kin. Like Balaam they were bribed 
by God’s enemies to turn against God’s people. Like 
Korah they attacked their own anointed leaders.”
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The profile of a false prophet: 
1. Rudderless - mocking the Gospel
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Jude 12-13 
“12 These are the men who are hidden 
reefs in your love feasts when they 
feast with you without fear, caring for 
themselves; clouds without water, 
carried along by winds; autumn trees 
without fruit, doubly dead, uprooted; 
13 wild waves of the sea, casting up 
their own shame like foam; wandering 
stars, for whom the black darkness has 
been reserved forever.”

Exposing the soul of the mockers.
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Jude 12-13 (paraphrase) 
“12 These guys conceal the dangers they are 
to the core of our community of worship as 
they really worship only themselves. Their 
promises are wind blown and like fruitless 
trees are eventually removed. 13 Like ocean 
waves they are impressive until they wash 
up nothing but junk on the shore. Like 
cosmic lights, they move back and forth but 
stay in the dark sky.”

The profile of a false prophet: 
2. Fruitless - division & disappointment

   Death & Suffering!
 Mortality - why do we die?
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 Morality - why do we do good?
 Management - why do we struggle?

 Meaning - why do we live?

The world does not have good 
answers to the big questions.

5 senses  
(sight, hearing, 

touch, smell, taste)

Data, reason, faith 
(commitment), and 
notarization are 
needed for proof.

“an ear to hear”Science offers 
clues but not 

proofs.

6th sense  
(spiritual  

awakening)

The world does not have good 
answers to the big questions.
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The strongest argument for the 
truth of the Christian Gospel:

Is not:
The inerrancy of the Bible

The testimony of the church
The experience of the believer

But Is:
The power of its message to 

address the core issues of life
better than the alternatives.
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Jude 14-16
“14 It was also about these men that Enoch, 
in the seventh generation from Adam, 
prophesied, saying, “Behold, the Lord came 
with many thousands of His holy ones, 15 to 
execute judgment upon all, and to convict all 
the ungodly of all their ungodly deeds which 
they have done in an ungodly way, and of all 
the harsh things which ungodly sinners 
have spoken against Him.” 16 These are 
grumblers, finding fault, following after 
their own lusts; they speak arrogantly, 
flattering people for the sake of gaining 
an advantage.”
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 Jude 14-16 (paraphrase)
“14 The prophet Enoch spoke of God’s coming 
judgment on these guys 15 who are ungodly 
in what they do, how they do it, and how 
they trash the Christian narrative. 16 These 
malcontents find fault with everything that 
does not serve their lust to satisfy their 
empty hearts. They brag about themselves 
but only honor others so as to manipulate 
them to service their narcissistic egos.”

The profile of a false prophet: 
3. Spiritless - alone & scared

Brene Brown

“We’re tired of the 
national conversation 
centering on “What 
should we fear?”  
and “Who should  
we blame?”.”
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Dan Brown

“Men go to far 
greater lengths to 
avoid what they 

fear than to obtain 
what they desire.”
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   Anger & Anxiety!

The world does provide an incubator 
for chaos through two doors.

•  Fear motivates.

Transactional elements in Western culture:

The Spirit of Christ motivates with love.  
The world motivates with fear

Fear
is perhaps the most powerful 
negative emotion in affecting 

spiritual decisions. 17



Kristin Kobes Du Mez 
(Jesus and John Wayne - How white evangelicals 

corrupted a faith and fractured a nation)

“Fear and anger should presumably 
function as alarm systems—and an alarm 

is not supposed to stay perpetually on,” 
It is not the onset of fear or anger that  

is most dangerous, “but stoking it, 
cultivating it, and dwelling within        

it that distorts and deforms.”
(and tempts us to bad  

choices in managing it)
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“Many Christians have embraced the worst 
aspects of our culture and our politics. When the 

Christian faith is politicized, churches become 
repositories not of grace but of grievances, 

places where tribal identities are reinforced, 
where fears are nurtured, and where  

aggression and nastiness are sacralized.  
The result is not only wounding the  

nation; it’s having a devastating  
impact on the Christian faith.”

 
Peter Wehner  

(contributing editor of The Atlantic)
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•  Fear motivates.
What feeds fear?

•  Mocking the truth 
creates disfunction.

•  Chaos creates fear.

•  Disfunction brings 
disorder.

•  Control shapes stories.
•  Disorder demands control.

•  Stories create chaos.
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He who controls 
the present 

controls the past.

He who controls 
the past  

controls the future.
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With respect to the secular culture 
the church is called to be a 

thermostat not a thermometer.

Is the American 
Christian Church  
more American  
than Christian? 
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                        Matthew 23
“25 Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! 
For you clean the outside of the cup and of the 
dish, but inside they are full of robbery and self-
indulgence. 26 You blind Pharisee, first clean the 
inside of the cup and of the dish, so that the 
outside of it may become clean also.” 23

Jesus cast the money changers out of the 
temple, not the city. (Jn.2:13-16, Matt.21:12)

We are called to build 
Christ’s church not the state.

Jesus’ harshest judgment was made on  
the faith community, not the Roman state.



The longings of aliens  
in a broken world  

 

Matthew 4:1-11

. 3. Satan appeals to Scripture. 24

 2. Satan appeals to common sense.
 1. Satan appeals to legitimate longings.

What is an antichrist spirit?
Satan tempted Christ to use God’s power 
to address the fear of missing out on life 

through the disappointments of this world. 
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“3 Command that these stones become bread.”  

 

6 He will command His angels concerning 
you so that you will not strike your foot 
against a stone.” 

9 All these things I will give you, if you 
(prostrate yourself before) me.”

Change the circumstances!
 Matthew 4

The temptation of Jesus 

Fear HOPE
and all humanity 

Claim the promises!

Compromise the means!

Prosperity

Protection

Power

to hew for 
themselves cisterns,  
broken cisterns, that 
can hold no water.

“For My people have committed two evils:” 
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“he who has an 
ear to hear, let 

him hear”

Apostolic  
message  
& truth

Apostate  
mockery &  

speculations

Jeremiah 2:13

We need to be reminded and remember.

They have 
forsaken Me,  

the fountain of 
living waters, 

“fear not”

James Neil Hollingworth
(writer)

“Courage is not the 
absence of fear, 

but rather the judgment  
that something  
else is more  
important  
than fear.”
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Standing 

firm

Jude
Next week 

20-23
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